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ANNOUNCEMENT AND SIGNATURE 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY : 

Hello and welcome from Alex Tetteh-Lartey and today we're leaving 
the studio and visiting, so to speak, H&usaland. 

SIGNATURE TUNE 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

Like many other countries in West Africa, we in Ghana have Hausa 
compatr;i.ots, - but I suppose the Hausa, heartland is undoubtedly the 
north ~f Nigeria with the great and ancient Islamic cities of Kano, 
Kadtima and Sokoto. 

SALLAH MUSIC 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

That's the music for one of the magnificent processions you might be 
lucky enough to see in the bigger towns, with notable people shaded 
by large umbrellas and wearing gorgeous rob_es. 

It wasn't difficult for me to picture the scene the other day 
surrounded by the sights, sounds and even smells of a typical Hausa 
town. Smells of fresh leather, of dyes and of incense, sounds of 
throbbing armpit drums, rhythmical, interlaced with _sporadic blasts 
from local trumpetso 

This is all part of an exhibition here in London at the Commonwealth 
Institute and called, simply, 11The Art of the Hausa11 • It 's been 
assembled by David Heathcote who teaches art at Ahmadu Bello UniverP. 
si ty, Zaria-, in Nigeria. And as he took me round, one group of 
exhi-bits immediately caught my eye. 

David, the Hausas are very well-known for their voluminous robes and 
here I see two different sets of robes, one rather sombre in 
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colour ?.nd the other very, very gorgeous. What I s the difference 
between the two lots? 

DAVID HEATHCOTE: 

Well, the colours which you describe as sombre are in fact brown, 
biscuit colour and white cloth, and this ref+ects very ciearly 
the traditional architecture which one sees walking around in the 
old city of Zaria andin Kano for instance, mud architecture developed 
in a very special west African way and in some places coloured with 
whitewash. This is a traditional type of colour. And then on the 
other hand you've got something which is much more striking and 
which I would say is very distinctly African, and the more Qolourful 
things have tended to come in more in comparatively recent times. 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

And that is all due to African influence9 

HEATHCOTE: 

Well, it's due to a marriage of two different styles, and this is one 
of the things I .found particularly exciting about studying the 
patterns in detail 9 ·that you've got for instance Islamic _interlacing 
patterns and that these have been joined with something African and 
they've then been elaborated. And the process of elaboration which 
has taken place, particularly in the last hundred ye?3-rs, has been 
the African contribution to this, it's always been one of the African 
contributions to this particular art form • . 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

Is there anything special about this gown in the centre? 

HEATHCOTE: 

Well it has a very bright green embroidery on a striped crimson cloth~ 
The cloth is hand wolfen, it's made up of strips, narrow strips, 
which are woven by men, and then the embroidery, vrhich on this 
particular example is very elaborate, is then sewn on top of it, and 
this is quite obviously the work of several different people. 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

Is this sort of thing used on ceremonial occasions or just ordinarily? 

HEATHCOTE: 

Well, basically these clothes are worn~people who can afford to buy 
them and in the present and in the past they've been bought therefore 
by Emirs, District Heads and traders. But the time when one sees 
most of these gowns is in the·Slllnh processions which follow, for 
instance, the Ramadan feast, and then there are great processions of 
horsemen and musicians. They 1 re very colourful events, and all the 
bj_g gowns come out, everybody tries to look as striking as possible. 
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TETTEH-LARTEY: 

David, can we move on to another section of this Exhibition? 

MUSIC: ·-"World of Islam~ Flutes and Trumpets 11 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

You just menti.onea a · procession and rare I see this long trumpet, 
What is it in the first place made of? 

HEATHCOTE: 

Well, the older types were made of copper, This is in fact a brass 
example, and the end of it is made from what is clearly an imported 
object, probably a tray imported from Egypt , and. it's really a very 
interesting object from that point of view because it does indicate 
it's the way in which designs have been acquired in Africa from the 
Islamic world, not by foreign craftsmen coming in and teaching any
body, but simply by objects surviving in the form of swords 2nd things 
like trumpets and cases for the Koran, the Koran's obviously a very 
important element in this. 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

It looks tremendously long to me, how long is it? 

HEATHCOTE: 

Well, this one is about six feet but in fact it's a shorter variety 
of the traditjonal Kakaki, We had a longer one sent but it's still 
on its way. They are enormously long and the more recent ones are 
made of kerosene tins which apparently produces a very good sound 
and also it doesn't oxidize. These are, I smppose in a way unfor
tunately, preferred toihe ra~hsr more elaborately decorated copper · 
and brass trumpets, 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

Now that's extremely, what shall I sayp inventive of them, tm use 
kerosene tins f .or making trumpets. And how can a man blow through 
this long thing? 

HEATHCOTE: 

Well I can't blow one myself, . I have tried but the only thing t hat 
goes through is air and no sound comes · out! 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

Can we move over to the leather work? I think the Hausas are most 
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notable for their leather work. What do you think is the reason for 
this? Why do they specialise in this kind of art? 

HEATHCOTE: 

Well oneraf the reasons is that in the north of Nigeria it's possible 
to keep cattle, whereas in the southern part of Nigeria due to tse
tse fly it's not possible to keep catt le or horses. And there's 
also a very strong leather working tradition amongst the north 
African people and amongst the Tuareg,and the Hausa have acquired 
certain decorative elements, and certain types of leather work from 
the Tuareg. For instance we're looking now at a purse which is worn 
round the neck, it's a double 'purse with an inner piece which is 
pull ed up into an outer case and this the Tuareg make in fact in 
a rather more elaborate type. 

TETTEH- LARTEY: 

What sort of dyes do they use to bring out these lovely red and 
green colours? 

HEATHCOTE: 

Well there's a vegetable dye made from a type of sorgum and a number 
of dye powders. The usual traditional colours are bright red which 
you see used very extensively in these t hings in the Exhibition, a 
very bright green, bright yellow and black and it's mostly combin
ations of these that are used and the substances used for the green 
for instance and the yellow are imported, cJe powders. This 
process of importation is not a new one, it's been going on for a 
very long time. 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

Would you describe them as very conservative eraftsmen, because some 
of the things I see look very ancient to my eye, although ih fact 
they are used every day? 

HE/~THCOTE: 

Yes, I think in order to have a really strong decorative tradition 
you have to have a certain amount of conservatism in art. 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

David , I see that+this particular coll ection of leather work is by 
Alhadji Balarabi and I've seen his name on many other tablets ar.ound 
here. Who is he? 

HEATHCOTE: 

Well, Alhadji Balarabi was the son of the last chief of t he leather 
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workers in 7.aria. In former times the craftsmen used to have an 
elected head wgo was turbaned by the Emir an<;lhe had considerable 
power. For instance, very large amounts of leather work would be 
ordered by the Emir and it would be the position ofthe Chief of 
the leatherworkers to distribute this work in the city. But leather 
work was not in fact an area that I was particualrly interested in, 
or thought I would do much research in, but I met Alhadji Balarabi 
and he was, for one th.ing, such o nice man, he wns so delightful to 
talk to, ond he was making such interesting things, tho.t I decided 
we would go through the whole of his repertoire, decorative objects 
which he made during his life and make a collection ns a kind of 
record and it took m~ o.bout three years to complete it and just at 
the end of it when he'd done who.t I believed was the last · thing in 
the collection," he died. 

TETTEH-LARTE.Y: 

I can see some rather interesting mural paintingb arounG the corner 
here. Can you tell me something about them? 

HEATHCOTE: 

Well, perhaps I 'd better tell you first of all that these ore copies 
of paintings done by a modern wall decorator called Musa Yolo. Muso. 
Yolo is 2 extraordinary phenomenon in Hausalo.nd because he points 
mot mnly rADrPsentationol things, as you con see from these figures 
on the wall here, but he o.ls0 paints portraits. Now the group on 
the left is from a mural iP Hunkuwy village near to Zari~ and it 
shows o house o~mer instructing a workman about something he has to 
do. Andit's verv interesting in that it shows the use of status 
symbols. -You probabl y know that dm Egyptian o.rt for instance people 
were mode larger if they were important, so the King wo.s ten times 
as big os his wife and so on. Now here you've got the house owner 
who's also slightly larger tho.n the workman '.J.nd he's also been 
given o. number of important status symbols. One is o. ro.ther Aro.bic 
type of heo.d-dress, the other one is the wrist watch which is very 
importo.nt. He also ho.s Western-type shoes and a large gown o.nd he.' s 
also got what is o simplified version of o. 3hooting stick. Now 
these shooting sticks o.re very commonly carried by military governorsj 
I think they still ore o.t the moment in Nigerin , and so Muso. Yol~ 
ho~ renlly collected symbols from a variety of scources in order to 
give his man the most status possible. He's also wearing sunglasses 
which is another status symbol. 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

The poor chap standing in front of him carrying n spade. I suppose 
that shows his lower stntus? 

HEATHCOTE: 

Yes, tho.t I s right it indica--:es tho.t he is in fact n workman and r.iuso. 
hns o.lso distribut8d behind him some other tools - another spade nnd 
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a pickaxe. 

TETTEH- JLARTEY: 

Now how common is this muro.l? I ·con see the walls a.re very elab
oro.tely decorated with other figures as well. 

HEATHCOTE: 

.WelT Musn · Yolo. 1 s po.inting is very unusuo.l, there 1.s n.obody else 
painting like this. There are one or two people .imito.ting -his work 
but he hasn't by any means created o. school of decoro.tion; whereas 
the other wall decoration which you see in the Exhibition is of a 
more tr.aditiono.l typ~. 

TETTEH-Lill TEY : 

Yes. Behind us is something I consider quite fo.scinating. There's 
this gown ho.nging on the wall, and I can see it described as o. 
"tho.rm gown11 • What exo.ctly does it meo.n? 

HEATHCO:TE: 

Well thes~ svrts of gowns were mo.de in the po.st more often than now 
o.s protective clothing for .soldiers. They were. worn underneath 
outer clothing and they coi1sist 0f usually o. short gown with pleo.ted 
skirt and a round neck and the gown is written on, the fabric ~s 
actually drawn en with different coloured inks nnd· you find the 
same decorative vo.tterms and then very often muddled versions of 
pieces from the· Koran. Now the gown may either be written on or it 
may hnve written charms se\m into it. In some cases it's . coloured 
with ink washed froni . a: Koranic writing boa.rd • 

. TETTEH- LARTEY: 

And what's it supposed to do for you, · 

HEATHCOTE: 

Well this gown was o.ctu.:::i.lly made for me after I spent .!l lomg time 
searching for a charm gown. The Mallrun suid he's be pleo.seQ to 
make me one and when he's made it I did o.sk him what it·would do 
and he so.id "Well, it 1 11 stop you from be_ing nang_ed o.ndi t w.ill •• 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

•• You don' t look like o. criminal to me! ••• 
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HEATHCOTE: 

I don 1 t knowl Andit will also prevent you from nttncks by malevolent 
spirits o.t nighto So it's obviously n pretty useful thing to ho.ve 
::iround. 

TETTEH-U-i.RTEY : 

And we leave the bustle of the exhibition and our guide, David 
Heathcote to nsk Yoho.ya Musn what he os o Hausa, he comes from Kano, 
thinks of this attempt to show outsiders something of the arts and 
culture of his people. 

YAH,\YA MUSA: 

I think the first impression I had on entering the plnce was that it 
fits in with that obje~tive generally, because it gave me, for a 
moment, an impression that I was back home in Nig~ria, in Kano. But 
the thing that was conspicuously absent was something to denote the 
fighting days of the Hausa Kingdom. Things like armoured hel mets , 
armoured coots made of iron, which are generally used by the 
warriors of the Hausas and the Hausns are very proud of that, 
because going back in history there were several wors being fought 
by Chiefs in the Ho.usu Kingdo,n. But generally it wo.s in fact superb. 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

Ynhayc Musn. And there's just time to say goodbye from me, Alex 
Tetteh- Lo.rtey. i3ut I'll be here this time next week for more "Arts 
and Africa". 

SJ\.LLl.;.H MUSIC 
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